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,Abstract
User participation is widely regarded as being important in the development of systems. Research
has largely focused on describing participation in the context of traditional systems environments,
such as transaction processing, management information and decision support. Very little research
has concentrated on the implementation of software packages. The implementation of packaged
I -<
software, as an alternative to traditional software d~velopment, has 'become mcreasingly popular
and further research into this specflc area could provide valuable insights into the user
participation construct.
The aim of this research is to determine ~~e nature of user participation during packag€::
implement~~ions by examining user participation from three different perspectives; the activities
'hl!i
that users perform during the systems development lifecyc1e(SDLC), whether the activity call be
relsted to the level of the user and the factors which affect participation positively and negatively.
A limited sample comprising. two organisations was selected. The organisations were small to
medium size with a turnover not exceeding R 5 000 000 per annum. Twelve respondents were
drawn from the organisations. The respondents included senior executives, middle managers and
end-users. The results of the interviews were analysed using content and interpretative analysis.
i j
The main findings of the research are as follows:
a) User Participation contains three .dimensions. A (responsibility element and two
activity based dimensions. 'Ihe responsibility element is critical to effective
participation as it implies that a user manages the project and is responsible for the
success of the project. The activity dimensions consist of' the approval, review and
sign-off oftask,s and the execution of hands-on activities;
b) User participation activities can be categorised as strategic, tactical or control, and
operational. The high-level activities were mapped to the different levels of users,
using the Anthony triangle;
;,
c) The research proved conclusively tMt user, organisational and' project, factors
~:::::::,l
influ.ence user participatio~ both positively and negatively; ,G
d) The research' has'provided mixed results on the link between user participation and
syst~m success. "bser' participation is a 'key factor leading to ~y~~rn.su~cess? hut
tk~ existence of a number. of·otb::r factors in the system impicmenMI;7iJApn~li:~ss
prevents the drawi.'1g of a conclusion that user participation wUl lead'·.'~\.)a
successful implementation.
\,\
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Chapter 1,:.The Research Question
f:}
;;.
1..1 Introduction To The Research Topic
User participation in the development of Information .Systems (IS) has long been considered
critical to the successful. implementation of IS .(SwansoJ;h 1974; Kappelman and Mclean, 1991;
, .Ives .~J}d.,Olso~.1984; Franz ~'1dRobey, J$l,36;Robey and Farrow, 1982). Since the mid Sixties,
.... .~ ,. ..' " _' .. :.. . .:
extensive research has been conducted on the p{ruticipationand involvement 'of users in the
\ .
systems development process (Ginzberg, 1981; Iv~~\and Olson, 1984; Baroudi, Olson and Jves,
-c..
1986; Barki and Hartwick, 1989; Barki and Hartwick,' fa], 1994; King and Lee, 1986; Doll and.,
Torkzadeh, 199W. The~7l,istudieshave investigated the differe~) factors affecting pahicipation
(Hirscheim, 1985; Doll,/1987;Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1991; Taft andVessey, 1988);theprocess has
been discussed in detail (Bostrom, 1989; Newman and Robey, 1992; Cavaye, 1995) .and
'.' . '. '. . ';. '.
, . '
numerous dimensions of participation have been identified '(Bark! and Hartwick, [b], ·1994;
Baroudi et a!" 1986; Olson and Ives, 1984; Franz and Robey, 1986). Researchers have been
"
convinced of the influence of participation on key criteria such .as systems quality (Robey and
Farrow, 1982), user satisfaction (Ives and Olson, 1984) and systems use (Franz and Robey"
1986), which are surrogate measures for. systems success. Notwithstanding the.Iarge number of
Ii
studies on the subject, the positive effect of participation on systems successhas not been
consistently proved (Ives and Olson, 1984; B~oudi et al, 1986; Doll arrd-Torkzadeh, 1989; Franz
and Robey, 198,~).Research has
'Jailed to clearly demonstrate the benefits of Userparticipation and involvement" (Barki
and Hartwick, [aI, 1994).
Some IS projects may be unsuccessful regardless of user participation, white there are also
1,',
f/
projects which are successful where users have/ ..dot. participated (McKeen, Giumareas and
:i /
Wetherbe, 1994). The link between user participation and system success is
"considerably more complicated than the direct; bivariate relationship traditionally
assumed" (Cavaye, 1995).
\1"'"
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1&2 The Problem
Although user participation is widely regarded as being important in the development of systems!1
(Sy;anson, 1'974; Kappelman and Mclean, 1991; Ives and Olson, 1984; Franz and Robey, 1986;
Robey and Farrow, 1982), research has focused on describing participation in the context of
_r,:
,0 'traditional data processing environments (Doll and Torkzadeh, 1989; Ives and Olson, 1984; Franz
and Robey, 1986; Baroudi ••et al, 19&6), inManagement Information Systems (King and Lee,
1986), and Decisions Support Systems (Alavi and J&achimsthaier, 1992), but has not concentrated
'/ . •• " jl.
(In specific non-traditional development environments.
;:J
"Most studies di§euss user participation in the context of a traditional data processin~r
"." ." ,~\/.)\,environment. Veryfew studies concentrate on other types of systems" (Cavaye, 1995). "
()
Examples of these non-traditional environments are user-led development (Lawrence and Low,
1993), end-user computing (Doll and Torkzadeh, 1989; Rivard and Huff: 1988), rapid application
" (l
development' (Dean, Dvorak arid Holen, 1994) and the implementation of software package~
(Cale and Eriksen" 1994). The implementation of packaged software, as an alternative to
traditional software development, has become increasingly popular (Lippert, 199c1t Cale and
:~:
Eriksen, 1994; Launi, 1994). Lippert (1996), in a survey of 65 IT organisations in South Africa,
found that
"72% Of the respondents believed that software packages provided the ',host efficient
solution to their business problems. ,i
The literature review will show that research of user participation during the implementation of
packages is limited. Cale and Eriksen (199~);state ih~Fa
"paucity of published 'research directed specifically at the implementation of existing
Jl . . \~:,
software packages"
exists. Further research into this specific area would provide valuable insights into the user
"participation construct (Barki and Hartwick;'-l(al. 1994; Cavaye, 1995). This research proposes to
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identify ~l1enature of user participation during the implementatlon pf packaged software by
, '\.:.::" "<~\, _:'-)
interviewing a cross section of users from a sample of organisations, \Vii.a haw~',.implemen~d
·','"poihvare packages.
L3 Importance Of The Research
I)
This research attempts to address the gap that exists in the knowledge of user participation during
the implementation of software packages. To achieve this, the' research aims to determine the
nature of user pa.rtiClipationduring package implementations, what activities .the user performs,
':)
where" dvnng the Swstems ..Development Lifew~(tle (SDLe) these activities are.executed, .the
fuctri~. wblc4 affect ~cip~on and whether. J~ctivitie. contribute 10 the suco,",,ful
irnplertlentation of iihe' ·package. If this is possible, then the research will provide practical
guidelines to aid managers to-improve the participation of users-duringthe'fmpfementation of
, '"!"..;-'
packages.
1.4 ResearchO~~je;ttives
}t;'1
{\
I) II
The research objectives W(:teto:
a)
.!;:::)
Identify user participation activities during the implementation of software
packages;
b) E:tplore whether the participation activities can be categorised into strgtegic,
"
tactical and operational elements using the Anthony triangle;
c) Map these activities to the SDLe to establish whe.n these activities take place in
the development lifecycle of a software package;
d).. Inquire which f2i()tors affect participation byusers during such implementations;
i,
'e) Broadly establish ifuser participation.contributes to implementation success;
)\
<: .Page3
..
f) Define a set of guidelines to assist managers to improve user participation during
the implementation of software packages.
1.5 Limitations And Key Assumptions
The research surveyed. a limited sample of organisations based in South Africa. These
organisations had 3. turnover of less' thafl R 5 000 000. White (1995) has established a link
between the !Sizeof an organisation and the success of integrating new technologies, ~ new
technologies include' the implementation of systems, it is expected that".small organisations are
likely to be more successful in implementing systems than large organisations: For this reason
small organisations Were selecte.d for the research. The sample selected was not industry speciflc,
in .order to gather evidence which would be applicable across different environments. A
semi..structured interview was used as, the research instrument to gather evidence of' a qualitative
nature. A broad spectrum of users were interviewed in each organisation. No statistical data was
. . ~
i)
/j
1,1collected.
1.6 Structure Of The Report
The report is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the research topic, describes the research objectives and declares the
limirations and key assumptions of'the research method.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature and establishes that user participation during the implementation
of software packages is not well researched. A number of terms and concepts are defined to
provide clarity. A model of user participation is put forward and the different components of the
model are discussed. These components are participation attributes and factors, the process itself,
the success relationship and intervening mechanisms which moderate the affect of participation on
success. A number of participation measures are elaborated 011, highlighting the key participation
attributes.
Chapter 3 states the underlying theory and the research propositions.
Page 4
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Chapter 4 di~cusses the research method and the use and limitations ofthis method, The interview
sche4ule is shown. (Appehdices A details an example of an interview transcript and Appendix B
'shows tne SDLe model presented to the interviewees).
o
Chapter 5 presents the tes~'.Of the semi ..structured interviews. The results were analysed using.
interpretative and content analysis.
Chapter 6 interprets the result~;;Common themes are identified, support for the gen&-a1isationsare
recognised, revisions to the propositions are pinpointed and unexpected findings are noted.
I,)
Chapter,7 discusses whether the research. objective,~were met, defines some. guidelines to' South
African managers, \'aild offers suggestions for furtljer research.
c
"
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)
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Chapter 2: ReviewOf Tbe Related ~Jterature
201 Structure, of the Review
The literature reviewJs structured as follows:
Section 2.2 defines the terminology used in the .title of this research, namely "user", "user
participation", "implementation" and "software packages", The definition oftenninolog(f provides
a common interpretation used during the remainder of the report. « ((
~ ;:;Y<.::J "-':::::!/ .•.
Section 2.3 introduces a model of user ..participation and discusses the components of this model,
These •components are contingencies, the user participation process, .the link between user
,-
participation and system success and mechanisms which improve or impair this success link.
Section 2.4 discusses the critical attributes of participation.
Section 2.5 explores the key measures of user participation which have been developed since the
mid~Eighties.
Section 2.6 provides a summary of'the major themes identified in the literature.
2.2 Deflnitien Of Terminology
User participation is a concept that has been discussed for about three decades, but the term
participation has often been used interchangeably with user involvement, causing much confusion
among researchers anq IS practitioners (Barki and Hartwick, [a], 1994). Even the term "user" is
open to different interpretations (Cavaye, 1995). It is therefore prudent to clearly define and
explain the tenus and concepts which are referred to in this research report; namely "user", "eser
participation", "SDLe" and "software packages". These definitions will provide a common
reference which applies to this research report.
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,\ I II '. , '" \
\ ,'",',"" \.., ,t o r ,0 \
~~:tUsers \ Ilf' ,< '.' \, \' ,,'," " , , \~,,\
,~~ term "U~~ l~,ve()'b~~d;iovers ~inumbe~ff*~t¥pe. ofusers, rang)~gfu;~~fniot
m~~1feme~t,tzth~ ~lerk (Cavaye, 1995). 'The diffe,\ent b~S;.t)fusers.c~; be related ba~kt~\the
= Ant:r~nytn~lg~~ w~~lchusually" portrays thr IS dep~rmentwith the divisions of tOl~~mlpdle Itmd
~~pe'fVisory management (Re111enYi,19,92). EdwarQ~i.Ward and Bytheway (1992) define "use~."
• 1 \ \\
as cP , ,: ':! "\) \ ~\'
"tk?s~ wh; ;~ant.tohave the h.~nkfitt!f the t~,V~!.oj the completed ~yst~\..they. must,b~\
1fts.t;ed at ~ ear&$tPossibte/¥"IJe ft.~e syskm willdeliVf!1'+ .d~CI(¥ bJ;"/iti
fui milS! seeevidenceof~f' , ' \ !
& /." n \ ,, /~
Users fa1J}\~also be. classified accor~~g to their (u~!eof infonni~tion or output$ providectl5fthe
Systejl (Cavaye, 199!fo), and to-the ~~iure and type· of the ,decisicln~they are required to make.with
! ...... , ,',,' - ,_ ,,', , ,', " " -'- ' ' , ','0' ,J)
this illformation (Edwards, Ward a~ld Bytheway., 1992). Seni(lr managers use the. outputs or a! _ ,'" .t il ,', ,. 'd
sys I~m to make ~tr~tegic decisions!~egarding thelcprofitability atld investments of an C'rganisati()~.
'. •. ' '. f.. .'. '. .' • \' I
Mkddle I!1~nag~rs manage. the wo~k affected by the system and u1~information for tactical or
ni~na~~mentcontrol decisions. o.per~tionaIemployees apply the system outputs to facilitate the
operations of the organisation.
rJ (,
The research will exntore whetller user particiRatii611 "activities
control ang operational, using the Anthony triangle as a frame~tork.
be categorised as.'strategic, '
I,
n
l,
,\
\
The Antbony Triangle
1:1
/1
r-----~\-.---,r,~------~--------~--~~----~·----------~------4
\
Bus;ne.u Strategy
"(T(Jp J/tJll(igem ent)"
\\\
..~
ContJ'tH
(AOddle Manageme"l)
jI
1/
operation.s
(Sup~rvisoJ'y Ma~dgemen.t)
Source: Remenyi, Money and Twite (1992)
))
2.2.2 User Participation and Involvemt}'{lt Ij If .
In IS, the t~.user participat,Oh and user ~volvemcltr"v. frequentlybeen used 10Jl the
same thing (Bartcl and Hartwick 1989; Olson and Ives, 1984). Barki and Hartwick (1989)!/cIaim
that th~ concepts of user participation. and involvement ate distinct and J!lUSt be ~~ned
separat.ely...., In. I.S, Involvement has g.en.eraIll'meant. th.e activities or-behaviours OfU$OT. Sd.ll.1rg the
systems development process (Baroudi et at, 1~86;Doll.and Torkzadeh, 199~~FBrrol~ and
Rbbey, 1986). In other disciplines, such as psychology, ~arkelil,gand otgan\sationai be~fviour,
involvement" describes B.. subjective psychological state refIegting. importance and P1frsonal
relevance of an issue (Barki and Hartwick, 1989; Barki and Hartwick, [a], 1994). To aligll~work
in IS with that of other disciplines, Barki and Hartwick (1989) recommended thJ~t user
, II
participation should be used to refer to the: I
"assignments, activities or behaviours that-users ()I' their representatives pe/fO'"!i during
the systems developmentprocess;" 1/
)i
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Involvement, on the other hand, would indicate a subjective psychologicel state reflecting the
importance and personal .relevance that a user ,itiaches to a given system (Sarlo 'and Hartwick,
,)
19S~. The distinction between the two terms is hnportant as the confusionbetween the meaning
'.'
of participation and involvement has caused inconsistent results in'participation r~searcll(Iws and
Olson, 1984; Baroudi et at, 1986; Cavaye, 1995). Since Bark! and Hartwick (1~S9) clailfied the
use ofJhe tel1ns, several studies have followed their definition (Kappelman anq Mclean, 1991;
Kim and Lee, 1991). The definition is. chosen because it brings IS research in line with .othero
disciplines. The distinction .is material as this research will focus on participation and not
U . (I
involvement. User involvement is a complex: concept which demands separate res~¥ch.
2.•2.3 The Systems Development Llfeeycle
:,_>
", . ~.r·..\" . . . '. II "
The SDLe is a vie\l' be software development process which suggest that there are a number
~ (" ", .j
of discrete steps in thEtcreation and use of a computer system (Remenyi, 1992). The SDLe as a
process was defined during the Seventies. The description of the lifecycle has signIficantly
improved the development process by reducing complexity and making the process easier to
'measure (Boehm, 1988).l3arry Boehm (1976) illustrated the steps of the classical development
lifecycle in the "Waterfall" diagram. These steps were system and ..software requirements,
preliminary and detaile:l design, code and debug, test, preparations and operations management.
Enger (1981) enhanced the classical approach by incorporating structured design (Jackson, :1976),
analysis and programming (De Marco, 1978) techniques. This became.known a~)the "structured"
SDLe. The lifecycle phases in the structured model are similar to the classical lifecycle but are
termed requirements analysis, logical, physical and program design, systems implementation and
operations. Edwards, W~~dand Bytheway (1992) propose a modem view bf'system development
by Jsing the V-model to\~dentify the various stages and theassociated deliverables produced. The
phases of the V-model are as follows:
a) Initiate;
b) Needs Analysis;
c) Technical Design;
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d) Systems Build;
e) Integration Testing; ..
t) .' Acceptance Testing; (
g) System Handover,
, . ,
.,~'
The V-modet is a useful starting point for systems development and can be modified to showjhe
different approaches to application development such as prototyping anq other variations to the
tf.~me, e.g, package implementations (Bdwards, Ward and Bytheway, 1992), Lanni (1991)
suggests the need for a multi-phased methodology for the .implememation of package*._Jn the case
J
of package implementation, ,,the technical design, system build and integration testing is
undertaken by the vendor and replaced in the llfecycle by a phase termed "package procurement".
This phase includes the additional activities of acquiring, installing and customising the package
and managing the ,contractua.l relationship between client and vendor (Duffy and Asad, 19?O;
Edwards, Ward and Bytheway, 1992; Latifu, 1991). This adapted V~model j's shown in Figure 2.
"
Individual authors' identify different lifecycle stages and name these differently, but an describe
essentialJy the same process. Understanding the SDLe for a package hnplementation is important
as user PJ~rticiRation research has often used a stage:d'efinition, against which to map user activities
(Gitp:borg, 1980; Baroudi et al, 1986; Olson and 13es, 1984; Barki and Hartwick 1989; Barki and
Hartwick, [b], 199~).'.·This research will use the SDLe model, shoWlJ in' Appendix B, .as a
framework wifnin which to organise user participation activities.
//
Figure 2: The V-A-fodel
Negotiate with- Suppl1en
8purce: Edwards, Bytheway and Ward{1992/
Ii;'
.~;:'
2.2.4 Packaged Software
A modern tendency prevails whereby organisations purchase software packages which are
implemented by third-party software ;vendors (Donald, 1992; Lippert, 1996). Parry (1990) defines
~':~:\
a software package as
"a standard solution to a business problem and a frame within which a solution can be
obtained ortdeveloped"
Package implementations are becoming increasingly popular because these -b.,t-stems are
implemented far more quickly and at a lower cost (Simmons, 1986) to allow organisations to
react to rapidly changing business circumstances (Lippert, 199~).With packaged software
"solutions, the application contains a large part of the functionality. required by the business and the
business processes can be adapted to the package (I3rewstor, 1995). This negates the need to
design and code a solution in-house which has already been developed by a vendor as a standard
application. (iThe vendor completes the detailed design and programming phase, using skilled and
costly analysis and programming resources (Edwards, Blake and Bytheway; 1992). Outsourcing
Page 11
·the software development by implementing a package is,beneficial lor a bushtess to reduce costs
and risk (Goldsmith, 1985). Lanni (1991) support this view by stating that
"package software is usually less expensive to acquire and implement and can meet the
needs of and organisauon requiring sophisticated 'applicattons. "
This research will concentrate. On the implementation of software ·packages~,as opposed to the
Ot;;.,,'elopmentand impleme1itation of custom software by IS departments;
/ I ".
i
I',, ,
A Descriptive Model of User Participation
Newman and Robey (1992) developed a model depicting the traditional participation - success
link. Cavaye (199S) enhanced this model by adding the factor and process components. This
model isdepictedin Fj~re 3.
\r
\
\\
:Figure3: A Moilel of User ,Participation
r
Factor
Research
Contillgencies User Parlicipati01t Success
[
Process
: Research User Participation Process
SourcetCavaye (1995)
Contingencies are factors Which encourage or hinder participation in the context of system
development. The process refers primarily to the interaction between users. and the system
I)'
builders or analysts. The dynamics of this relationship affect the extent and effectiveness of the
process. User participation affects system success. However, a system development where users
participate does not necessarily translate into a successful development. Intervening mechanisms
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.'- ..:,s.
are f~ctors which nll.,'derate the effect of participation on the success of the development. Cavaye
(1'99'5) states that-the model recognises the potential effect of participation col'ttingenci~~ on the
process, acknowledges the dynarrucs or the process and the fact that inte"'/ening variables may
moderate the efrftct of participation on system success. The model provides a framework to better
describe user participation in systems development. The different components of the model are
" <. "
anar§s~ inmore detail in subsequent paragraphs .
.~
2.3.1 Contingencies
Contingencies refer to factors which facilitate user participation. Cavaye (1995), in a review of
user p:articipation research since the mid-Eighties, classified three types of contingencies. They
are:
a) ,·IJser factors;
b) Organisational variables;
c) Project-related factors.
2.3.1.1 User Factors
Users ~~'eencouraged to participate if they believe their efforts are likely to lead to a system which
suits their needs (Norton and McFarlane, 1975; Robey and Farrow, 1982). The system must be
perceived to be important by improving the way the user performs his job activities''(Cale and
Eriksen, 1994). Often users are unable to participate in a meaningful way because they lack
knowledge of their tasks. Effective communications between user and analyst can bridge this gap
by encouraging learning, exchanging and transferral of knowledge (Bostrom, 1984; De Brabander
and Thiers, 1984). The initiation of a system development by users can encourage participation
(King and Lee, 1986) and can generate commitment to the system (Markus and Kiel, 19G.' :'.•
leading to improved user understanding, Participation may also lead to increased user acce~~'<Ij),~e
by developing realistic expectations about system capabilities and providing a forum for conflict
resolution (Keen, 1981),
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2.~.1.2 Organisational Factors
Ii ,~
According to 'Jhlt and Vessey (1988), the time available to develop a system is important. User
-;::,>"
participation' can exte~~f the time needed to develop and make a system operational. If
,
development is constrained by time, less participation is desirable (Hirscheim, 1985). Locke and
.,Schwei8ar (1979) pointed out that the more users participate, the more financial resources are
required as time to develop increases. A lack of financial resources therefore also inhibits user
participationff resources are not limited, participation is facilitated (Doll, 1987). Kim and Lee
(1986) concluded that top management commitment to a system development is important. This
commitment need not be active, but support for t\~~development is essential' to enable ~d
."-, _.- '\
encourage participation (Doll, 1985). Ifusers believe that top managers are supportive of an IS
development, they will be inclinedtoparticipate more (Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1991).
2.3.1.3 Project Factors
A project which is technically complex or affects many functions, necessitates more participatlon
from users (Tait and Vessey, 1988; Ginzberg, 1980). Similarly" large systems require more
participation than smaller systems (Schonberger, 1980). If the technology is easy to use, tills will
prombte user participation. This may lead to user-led developments of applications because the
technology available does not require specific technical skills (Joshi, 1991)., Schonberger (1980)
proposed that structured tasks at an operational level require little participation, while
unstructured tasks at a strategic level require considerably more. New systems bring about change
) \.
in organisations. Jobs, relationships, responsibilities and organisation structures can chaitgJ. Joshi
(1991) says that
"system implementation is a change process and system designers change agents. "
User participation is essential to manage change, avoid resistance and gain commitment (Joshi"
1991; Lucas, 1974;Markus, 1983).
2.3.2 The Participation Process
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User participation is a social process of user a IS specialist relationships which affect project
outcomes (Newman and Robey, 1992). The process takes place over time and involves interaction
between the users and developers (Cavaye, 1995). The participation itself cannot guarantee an
effective contribution to the final outcome of a project. The effectiveness of participation depends
on the relationship between the user-and the analyst. The ability of the user and analyst to exert
influence, use their power positions and communicate with each other will affect the effectiveness
of participation (Markus and Bjorn Anderson, 1987). Effective user - IS specialist
communications allow for meaningful participation by closing the learning gap (Bostrom, 1989),
creating mutual understanding and encouraging agreement. (DeBrabander and Thiers, 1984).
Markus (1983) points out that the user - IS specialist relationship is unlikely to remain stable over
time. Newman and Robey (1992) support this observation by indicating that
"critical enr.'OUl1tersmay change the nature of relative u&;r J!specialist influence and thus
'.,~.\ . !, .>' ... !
may change the trajectory 0/ a project. "
The development of systems requires many interactions between people. This process is
characterised by conflict and changes in the influences of the parties. Because.of the dynamism of
thi~;process, the effectiveness of the participation cannot be guaranteed. The outcome of the
venture is thus affected by the quality and nature of the user - specialist interaction (Cavaye, 1995;
Newman and Robey, 1992).
One of the keys to successful implementation is a close working relationship between system
developer and end-user (Cale and Eriksen, 1994; Ives and Olson, 1984; Ginzberg, 1980).
However, with the increased use of package software, the end-user has little or 110 contact with
analysts and designers (Cale 'and Eriksen, 1994). Cale and Eriksen (1994) believe that the
understanding of how to 'manage the implementation of package applications is open to question.
A successful implementatior :of p~ckage software is dependent upon the fit between the
" I
application and the user requirements (Lippert, 1996). Cale and Eriksen (1994) are of the opinion
that mandated implementations, without the support of users, have little chance of success. This
statement is supported by Lyytinen and Hirscheim (1987), who identified the inability of an IS
project to meet the requirements and expectations.of users and other stakeholders as a reason for
/f
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project failure. Project abandonment can also.'take place, even if users actively participate, due to.
the incapacity to solve organisational and politicalissues (Mensah and Przasnyski, 1991). The
application should il1Crel(.le the effectiveness and efficiency of the user, support the business
precesses and net b~. everly complex (Cale and Eriksen, 1994). This requires an in-depth
, . n . ()
understanding by the users. Edwards (1993) states that users
/)
"are rapidly acquiring more technical sophistication. more control over their systems,
and correspondingly need to know how their systems work. "
Cale and Eriksen (1994) believe that this understanding is vccyrsimilar to. the 1a10wledge sought in
/J
the systems analysis phase of the.traditional life cycle. This'implies that user participation is also
of critical importance during the implementation of package applications and that the
''lSD can no longer expect tohave a one sided relationship with-the users; controlled by
the ISD II (Lippert, 1996).
2.3.3 Intervening Mechanisms
Users may have participated and the process may have been effective, but the outcome need not
be successful. The standard ni· JI of user participation implies a causal relationship between user
participation and system success, although research .has not proved this link conclusively (Olson
and Ives, 1984; Cavaye, 1995). The participation "suc~.ess rela()ship is affected by moderating
variables. These vanables affect the outcomes of the us.er participation precess and can lead to
'·,3
less successful outcomes. They relat i; to motivational and cognitive factors (McKeen, Guirnaraes
and, ,;Wetherbe, 1994; Olson and Ives, 1984; Cavaye, 1995). Implementation of n8w systems
affects the sense of control of users over their work, Baronas and Louis (1988) propose tha\iuse~
participation during implementation res~ptes a sense of control, allowing users to. a~ceptf)the
system easier. They conclude that enhancing or restoring the control of users over the
development precess may have a significant effect en satisfaction.
" . , , " ,. ' ",., ~
The difference between a users' actual and desired level of participation may affect his safisfactierr.<
DQlI and Torkzadeh (1989), testing this .discrepancy theory, discovered that users who art: more
• /1. ':
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or less involved than they desire, are' less satisfied with the outcome of system development. King
and Lee (1991) determine that satisfaction is likely to be higher if the desire to participate is
closely matched with actual participation, rather than. purely ensuring high participation.
2.3.4 The User Participation - Success Relationship
The model of user. participation implies a causal. relationship between user p~lticipation and
systems success. While the literature proclaims that user participation in development has a
C positive effect on successful implementatioss (Swanson, 1974; Olson and Ives, 1981; Franz and
\)
Robey, 1986; Robey and Farrow, 1982), empirical research provides inconsistent results. Ives and
Olsen (1984) in a review of.twenty two studies on the influence of user' participation on systems
success report mixed results. Of the J;we~tytwo studies, eight found a positive relationship
between user participation and, system success, seven produced mixed results and the remaining
n
seven produced negative results. This inconsistency is caused by a number of factors, which arj~
briefly mentioned below.
a) Research method - Surveys are the normal research strategy used in studies of
user participation (Olson and Ives, 1984). This quantitative research method
allows large amounts of data to be captured but is limiting in attempting to
uncover and explore relationships. The use of qualitative methods or case research
is more appropriate to uncover these relationships (Cavaye, 1995; Tait and Vessey,
lQ88). Qualitative research may lead to a deeper understanding of the process and
intervening mechanisms;
b) Scope. ef Researel, - Participation is consistently measured by user activities
dijrin~ various phases of development (Baroudi et at, 1984; Doll and Torkzadeh,
19~!>;Kim and Lee, 1986). Sometimes the influence of the user during
development is also measured. More emphasis can be placed on describing the
other dimensions of participation such as type, degree, content, formality and
influence tc obtain a better operational view of participation (Barki and Hartwick,
[al, 1994);
IJ
1/;
i /
/
II
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ac)
o
~e-use ()f rii~'iruments..Researchers ha;e used a number of dijferent instruments
f;' 9 (j - u_', _- :: ._ _. - - l' _ ;, - _' - _.' ~/
With which to 'measure, participation. Very seldo~ti\has the ••same instIument betm
\) t\
tlJcd t\v4ce. ·Straub (1989) conten~s that instrument validatic,tJ. is ~lfiaqequate JUld
that this has hampered research efforts. King and Lee (1991) used the :.same
" in;t:tiinent as developed by Doll and 'Iorkzadeh (1~90).The recently developed
iJ
instrument by Barki and Hartwigk ([b], 1994) is, in the view ofCtvaye (1995) the
rpost comprehensive to date; .
d)
c;J -
~ystem Develo,pment· Conte;xt".,)lvfost stutlies discuss user participation .in the
context of traditional data processing environments of transaction: proce~!ng and
\' .,
managemen(infonnation systems,,(Ives and Olsen, 1984;. Cavaye, 1995). Further
research Can profitably be carried out tifthe development of particular systems: and
a environments (Cavaye~ 1995). Different environments could create different
contexts for user participation (Barki and Hartwick, [b], 1994).
Do
While 'the ~.aftiCiPation - success link has not been c1clusively est~l:Iti$bed during fes~arch,
~ .~ ~
Cavaye (1995).' suggests that a ._-'".~,f ,;,; 1-:'---'
"positive and significant participatlon-success link"
o
has been e~tab1ished by a review of research findings undertaken.;by Petting ell (1988), and to a
lesser extent by the review of Olson and, Ives (1984). This, relationship can therefore not be
Ii ;
dismissed as unimportant or irrelevant, but can be proved more conclusively by further research
"
activity, which
o
"is based on sound thpoteticaljoundations,/hat build.on the lm(JWl~dgeof prior research 1/
r"', '
(Tait and Vessey, 1988). ".'
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2.4 t\~bibutesofParticipation
\\
\\
'~:'r:
A number of p~icipation attributes have been i~elltified in the literature (Ginzberg, 1981). The
attributes are type, degree, content, ~xtent,forn1ali~ and iIifluence .. "the attributes, relate to the
" .following:
a)
ii .iii)
Type .. may vary from ditect~ where all users participate, to indirect, where user
represel1tativ~s will participate in the process (Ives and Olsen, 1984). Lawrence
:-.\-- - .
and Low (1993) diagnosed three types of user participation:
() --- - - - - - (; '~
i) Consultative .. users. are consulted- but system design deCisions are made
by IS staff;
,n
Representati'¥e,," a team of'users anp, IS staff design the system and)ointly
manage the project;
C\'Ipsensus ... a democratic approach which ensures thai all users participate.'!
continuously.
ii)
b)
"
Degree .. refers to the amount of intluence the user has over t!1le final product, Ives
,. c ~
i)
Ii)
iii)
v)
and Olsen (19g~) documented a number-of potential USer responsibilities during
,>
participation:
Symbolic ..participation is requested, but ignored;
Advisory .. only advice is pl;uv1ded;
iv)
Weak, cO'ntrol .. Sigil-off is requested during·· different "stages of the
Y ., '
d~velopment;
/)" . . ....J:ly doing .. users are part of a 'design team or may develop the system
"
themselves, e.g, user-led development (Lawrence and Low, 1993);
o
Strong control .. tthe user has to, fund the development from their-budget or
is measured on the outcome of the development.
c) Content - users may pa;ticipate in different aspects of system development
(Hirscheim, 1983). They can be involved in technical Or social design activities.
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Social design refers to the effect of the system on th~ organisation and its people
(Ciivaye, 1995);
d) Extent .,acknowledges that ~d,rticipation varies in scope during different phases of
development (Ginzberg, 1981). Participation is appropriate during problem
definition, requirements analysis, acceptance testing, procedure development and
installation ..Users are unlikely to be inv~\fv"d in the system design and build phases
of a system (M:cKeen, 1990);
e) FQrnlality ., participation can be fonvrd (.or informa:.! (Barki and Hartwick, [a],
1094). Formal participation occurs in project steer1~:i:/ \\r1111ittees,design teams 01'
joint application development sessions: tnfltlmal tal. . tould(i.im~ludediscussions,
; \1 ... '~., I.
relationships and the execution of some tasks; \ <, ..)
f) Influence .. addresses the effect of user pa;.'t~cip.itionon the development effort
({ves and Olsen, 198<,).
2.5 Measures of User Participation:;
,l
1\
Since 1984;! when Ives and Olsen reviewed the state of'theliterature, four major measures of user
participation have been developed. These studies, according to Barki and llilrtwick ([b], 1994),
provide the best available conceptual measures of user participation. Franz arid Robey (1986). .
assessed participation by asking users to evaluate the extent to Which they performed certain
design and implementation activities. Six design and seven implementation activities were
evaluated. Activities sush as clarifYing needs and input I output requirements were included, as
well as responsibilities, such as directing the planning. and design phases of the project,
Baroudi (1986) identified forty seven development-related activities: twenty general activities and
twenty seven activities that are from the systems definition, design and implementation stages of
the Iifecycle, These activities were used to construct a scale which tested theories linking
participation to user satisfaction and systems use.
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Robey (1989) measured participation during project meetings using a scale asking users to assess
the amount of time they spent preparing for project meetings, the extent. to which their opinions
were consulted, and the number of questions asked during these meetings. The study excluded
behaviours which occur outside such meetings, which form an important part of user activities
during system development.
Doll an~ Torkzadeh (1990) measured involvement of users in eight development activities,
Examples of these activities were project initiation, determining user needs and developing input I
output screens, While this measure was broader than the scale used by Robey, a number of
important participatory tasks of a responsibility nature are excluded. Examples of these are USer
sign-off at each stage, estimating of costs and benefits, users leading the project team, users
paying for the system and being responsible for the success of the system. Participation activities
of a passive nature are also excluded in the conceptualisation of the construct. These activities,
where users participate by observation and listening, are nevertheless important as they ensure
that users are interacting with the system developers and spending time.with the IS department.
Examples of these activities are users being informed of project progress or being provided with a
systems walk-through.
In developing a general measure of participation, an its forms must be considered, Barki and
Hartwick ([b], 1994) therefore developed a measure which includes activities that are direct,
indirect, formal, informal, performed alone and with others and which occur at different stages
during is development. The end result was a scale consisting of fifty nine items to measure
participation. These items are divided into four categories and includes activit!fs performed at
various stages of IS development. The lifecycle stages covered are systems de~nition, physical
.\
design, implementation and a non-specific stage.
The results of Barki and Hartwick's ([b], 1994) study highlighted three dimensions of
participation. A responsibility dimension and two activity based dimensions. The latter consisted
of activities which involve a relationship between users and IS and hands-on activities performed. .
during physical design and implementation, These dimensions are discussed below:
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a) Responsibility • can be general or specific. A general responsibility is where the
user is the project leader or is responsible for the success of the systems. Users can
have speclfic geeponsibilities relating to IS tasks, such as financial justification of
\\
the project, rJ~uesting or obtain funds, This dimension is key to user participation~ .
as it will influence the attitudes and psychological state of. the user and will
positively affect his use of the system;
",II
b) U~'\'\.. .. IS )'elationship - this relationship refers to ac)Jvities between the IS
department and users on the project. Examples are ~{orm8;\'y reviewing or
\.;
approving work done during the development lifecycle or evaluating and
approving systems and information requirements;
c) Bands-on activities - relate to designing inputs, screen layouts and report,
developing a training program and defining user procedures.
2.6 Summary
Research on user participation has focused ~muser, project and organisational, factors which
facilitate or hinder participation. The dynatntcs of the participation process has also been
discussed in detail, specifically how users and ~Sspecialist interact and how these interactions can
affect the process. Once users have participated, .the outcome of their efforts may not be
successful. Certain motivational and cognitive factors can reduce the success of the outcome. The
link between user participation and system success is widely accepted as positive, although
research findings have had mixed results. The inconsistent results are attributed to a number of
deficiencies in the research method, The attributes, factor and process approaches all provide
valuable insights into participation, but cannot explain the concept completely. When viewed
holistically, the factor and process views are complementary and together describe the concept
more clearly.
The literature leaves a gap in examining user participation in the context of software package
implementations. The study of user participation within the ambit of package implementations
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Gcould "provide usefUl insights tq the".research community. an~ practitioners. Having reviewed tlie
J\_.r
relevant literature, a number of questions require answers .•These issues are the following:
a) Wha.tlls~~.participa.tion.activities take place during p~ka.ge implementations?
b) Which factors affect user participation on soch'projects?
~~.
c) Which aspects of user Participation enhances the prospect ofa successful package
implementation?
The following. chapter details the research method used to identity current practice in user
c.
participation during the implementation o£packaged applications software in South Africa.
I)
11(::
/\
o
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Chapter 3: Research Propositions
3.0 Introduction
The literature review in Chapter 2 established the underlying theory pertaining to user
participation. To. operationalise the theory in a practical way, a set of propositions will. be
developed against which the results of the analysis can be explained. The following research
propositions have been identified.
3.2 Research Propositions
Given the research objectives stated in Chapter 1, the propositions to determine the research
objectives ate:
Proposition 1:
Participation activitleseof users during a package implementation can be divided into three
dimensions. One dimension contains a responsibility element. The two remaining dimensions are
activity based. One activity based dimension describes the relationship between the -;user and IS
specialist and the other consists of hands-on activities.
Proposition 2:
-
User participation activities can be categorised as strategic, tactical (control) and operational in
nature. Different levels of users will therefore undertake activities at one of the three levels.
Senior users will participate at the strategic level, middle managers at the tactical or control level,
and end-users at the operational level.
Proposition 3:
User participation will be affected by three types of contingencies within the project) which will
either encourage users to participate or inhibit their participation. These contingencies. 'will consist
of user, organisational and project factors.
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Proposition 4:
User participation will contribute to the succe,~sfulimplemenla:tiQn of packages,
3.3 Summary
The implementation of packages' is complex r . Understanding user participation duririg toe
implelnentation of packages requires similar complexity, hence the research prepositions examine
user participation from three perspectives; activities. user nlev!;}lsand ,contingencies. This chapter
has identified the research propositions against which the results of th~analysis wilt. be measured
in Chapter 6.
II
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Cb~i\':er.4:The Research Method
"d t: 1
',>.,1"
4.1 Introduction \\
The aim of this cnapter"is t~~define the objectives of the research study" and to explain the method
usedin conducting the research.
4.2 The Research Method
The re1_~~chmethod refers to the methods or procedures employed to conduct the research. This.._-.....:) - _ -/
framework of the research is defined by the philosophy of the research. TwO basic philosophies
can be used to base the research upon: positivism and phenomenology. The key idea of positivism
is that the social world, exists externally and that the properties should be determined through
objective measures, The phenomenological approach assumes that reality is not concrete and
exterior, but socially constructed and given meaning by the people who experience it A middle
road exists where aspects of each approach is used .and combined in a pragmatic way
(Easterby-Smlth, Thorpe and Low 1991).
User participation involves the behaviour of people and much of the data to be obtained relates to
human ideas and elUl be termed qualitative, as opposed to quantitative '.facts and figures. A
.1
non-positivist, phenomenological approach has been adopted for this research as the subject
matter relates largely to human, ideas and perceptions, Phenomenological research is concerned
with concepts and makes use of qualitative methods of research. Surveys have often been used as
the appropriate research strategy in a large number of user participation studies, however Olsen
and Ives (1984) and Cavaye (1995) have pointed ~ut that the use of surveys has contributed to
the inconsistent research results obtained in establishing the user participation - success link.
Cavaye (1995) also suggests that this technique has Been inappropriate to explore context and to
uncover new relationships. The increased use of qualitative research can enable researchers to
"capture the rich p(cture" by studying ,.the concept of participation ill its particular
\,.. . . . ..
context" (Cavaye, 199:3),
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This researcher has therefore chosen a qualitative research method as this may Ieadtc a deeper
understanding of the participation relationship, the process and intervening mechanisms,
The first step in the procedural framework is to conduct a review of the literature related to the
area of study. This review, documented in Chapter 2, establishes the current thinking and the
appropriate research methods. in the area. From the literature review a number of research
propositions are developed. ··These statements, which were. discussed in Chapter 3,· can be verified
against further evidence collected. during the field research phase.
4.3 The Data CollectionMethod
As this research is empirical, evidence was gathered from a small sample of organisations which
had implemented software packages. The objective was to confirm, reject or refine the theory. A '\
semi-structured interview approach was selected as the most effective ',fuethod of gathering data
on user participation. The interview provides
"the opportunity to probe deeply to uncover new clues, open up new dimensi01~sof a
problem and to secure vivid, accurate inclusive accounts that are based on personal
experience" (Burgess, 1982).
An interview schedule Was constructed. Thi:,.; schedule. appears in Figure 4. The interview
schedule was validated by two pilot interviews which found the questions to be relevant and
sufficiently broad to permit meaningful results to be obtained.
3. What encouraged or discouraged you from participating during the ..
implementation?
2. When did you participate during the implementation?
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f4.How would you improve user participation ifyou were involved in a
I, similar implementation?
5. Which User activities contributed to the successful implementation ofthe
package and give reasons why?
6:' What other aspects do you wish to discuss which are relevant to the
topic?
4.4 TheResearchSamll~e
This research investigates user participation during package implementations in South African
businesses. Respondents included users from all levels of the organisations, who participated in
the implementation. The respondents interviewed spanned the entire spectrum of users, from
senior executive, through middle managers to clerks who operated the system and included
representatives from the operational and IS departments. Care was taken to identify respondents
who had different roles and responsibilities on the project. Two organisations took part in this
study. Both were small to medium size with a turnover not exceeding R 5 000 000 per annum.
This selection effectively excluded the large financial institutions such as insurance companies.
The: decision to research smaller organisations was based 0:0 two factors:
a) Small organisations were likely to have limited IT resources and the IT department
would be more inclined to elicit broad user participation; and
b) White (1995) identified a link between organisatio- .size and the success of
i "
integrating new technologies. Because new technologies in£ludes the introduction
of systems into the organisation, it is probable that smaller organisations will be
more successful in implementing package systems.
The sample was selected using the snowball approach. This approach is widely accepted in
business research (Sutherland, 1994). An initial interview was held with the system sponsor in
each organisation, usually a senior executive. The system sponsor then suggested further
respondents. In. all. 10 potentia! respondents were suggested. Of these, all 10 were interviewed.
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More interviews could have been conducted, hut after completing 12 interviews, saturation had
.<
been reached and the interview process was ..h~1ted, The figure below shows the types- and
1~;
numbers of users interviewed.
FigureS: '.Analysis of Users Interviewed
{)
System Sponsor I Senior
Manager
Middle Manager
End-User
5
Typeo/User Number Interviewed
4
3
Total 12..
::-:~~
4.5 The"Semi-Structured Interview
The interview was structured to identify the types of activities the users Performed during the
implementation and when during the project lifecyele these activities had taken place, They were
shown a model of the systems lifecycle as a framework to assist them in idertifying when the
activities had taken place, At the beginning of each interview the research question was described
to the respondent. The respondent was asked to briefly describe the project and his I her role ir'
:(
the project to provide a context for the interview, The respondents were also asked to identifY
! I
those factors within the project environment which either encouraged or discouraged them from
p~~icipating. They were asked which activities, in their opinion, had-contributed to the successful
., ·',l,L_-'>-'·<,J
""completion of the project and what the reason for this was, In every interview all questions were
answered. If a respondent, alluded to an interesting issue, follow-up questions were asked to
explore this particular topic. The interview was therefore semi-structured anc: not completely
structured in advance. This approach is 10 keeping with the non-positivist approach of the
research and was taken in order to obtain a better understanding of the subject matter.
All 12 interviews were recorded. The respondents were asked-whether they objected to being
recorded, but none Objected. The average length of an i"terview was 35 minutes. Some interviews
were shorter, approximately 30 minutes; and·~6me ra~~ed up to 45 minutes. ,Ail t~~ interviews
',( .,
were transcribed. A ~ample of a transcribed interview is atta~hed in Appendix B.
:i
/)
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4~6 "The ])ataAnalysisStrategy
The chosen research method used a semi-structured wterview to gather evidence. No statistical
~>, analysis was done on the data. ·Tbe·interview data was first analysed.using interpretative analysis.
Interpretative analysis involves describing the lacts, .examining .cause and effect. perceived .by
participants, identifying emerging themes and drawing the "essences" from the text, The
"essences" are subJective ·l~.sspnslearnt from studyit)g the text by applying creativity, reflection
andintuition. The researcher has to ask
"Whatdoithin.k? What have lleamt?'fL@cityand,Jiirscheim (1994).
. "_ :- . . . . . ..
" the research propositions provided a framework within which to examine the data. Content
analysis was selected as an appropriate qualitative·technique to support the generallessons learnt
through the interpretative analysis phase by assessing the frequency of ke~ .phrases. Content
analysis involves the counting of key e"pression~ and analysing the frequencies of each phrase.
Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (1991) state that
"this approach is often usedwhenfrequencies are requiredfrom qualitative data. II
The technique is objective" deductive and useful to test hypothesis (Smith, Thorpe and Lowe,
J99l). D¢~\!c,tivereasoning was used to infer possible meaningful conclusions.
4.7 Research Limitations
The following limitationsin the research method and dat~ analysis technique have been.identified.
4.7.t Interview Bias
"Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (1991) define interview bias as
1,1,
lithe consistency with which questions ate, put and the lack of ambiguity in their
meaning," '
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'. The interviewer may impose his / her own frame of reference on the interviewee, both when"
askingquestions and interpreting answers, The use of a semi-structured interview, posing "open"
questions insteadofleading questions may, according to Smith, Thol]e and Lowe (1991), avoid
interview bias.
4.7.2 Population
The sample population surveyed was small and dictated by time and cost liniitatioJ:)s. Two
organisation were surveyed. One of the organisations was based in Gauteng and the other in a
neighbouring Southern African ccuntry, Both implementations coincided with the setting up of
the organisation. This could have affected the participation of users, e.g, some of the users were
new, to the organisation and the industry and may have had difficulty to effectively participate.
"4.7.3 Content Analysis
The use of content analysis allows the researcher to understand the number and frequency of
concepts mentioned by the interviewees. The researcher will be
"unlikely to understand why the ideas occur and wlQ' individuals interpret ,(hings or
issues in their dffferentw(l)IslI(Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991).
4.7.4 Organlsatlon Size
The organisations sampled were both small in turne::::;r, size and number of employees. The
decision to sample small organisations was based on the link established by Wrote (1995) between
organisation size and the successful integration of technology. It is 'proposed that the likelihood of
a successful package implementation is greater in a small organisation, It is felt that the results
obtained in the research can be applied to any organisation, irrespective of size.
The researcher believes that the above mentioned limitations have not adversely affected the
validity or reliability of the collected evidence and will have no material efftpt on the research;
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Ii4.811 .Su.mmacy
.1
Thi~:research is based on '8, qualitative and interpretative method. The validity of this approach is
'I. .. . '
bas~ldon providing interpretative knowledge of the subject matter. The :interpretation must be
co~imUnicated clearly in the analysis of the evidence, If t~~ommunicati()n. adds meaning about
1
,I
use~rparticipation during package implementation, 'then knowledge has been gained.
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~bapter 5: Analysis Of The Evidence Collected
5.1 AnalysingThe Interview Data
At the end of the analysis phase; twelve interviews had been conducted in two organisations. The
interviewshad 'been transcribed into text and interpretative .arid content, analysis conducted .onthe
evidence. The result of the content analysis are frequenc,y tables which show the number of
occasions on which discussions regarding the main concepts occurred. In the analysis~.refere:nce is
made to the' percentage of respondents in a group. This figure is derived by noting how many
respondents in the group mentioned the concept, It does not relate to the frequency with ","'bich
the c(;mcept was raised. The percentage analysis' takes cognisance of two factors, the number '<?If
. I., '.
respondents within a group who mentioned the iyoncept and the intensity with which they fe1t the
Ill.
concept to be relevant. The analysis of the data was structured in. five areas:
a) The participation activities of users d~'rin;gpackage implsmentation;
b) Observations on where duringthe SDLC the user efforts are focused;
c) Factors which affect user participation;
,
How to improve user participation;
e) Comments regarding the effect of user participation on the success of the, 0
implementation.
The data analysis was structured into the five areas to ensure that the analysis could be related
back to the research proposltldns. The research Ptopositi911s are,detailed in Chapter 3. Broadly,
; '.' -.', -,- -, . . '!,-{!_'
the resear~hpropositioi1$:,.statea that:'
';:'>
i_\
a) Participation activities contain three dimensions: a responsibility element and Mo
activity based dimensions. The activity based elements describe the relationship
between user and IS specialist and consist of hands-on activities;
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b) User participation activities can be categorised as strategic, tactical (control) and
operational in nature. pifferent levels of users will therefore undertake activities at
one of the three levels;
0) User participation will be affected by contingencies which will either encourage
users to participate or inhibit their participation. These contingencies will consist of
user, organisational and project factors;
d) User participation will contribute to the successful implementation of packages.
5.2 Results Of The Analysis
5.2.1 Participation Activities Of Users
Figure 6 provides a list of the activities Users participated in during the project with the
frequencies of their responses shown. in the total column. The results, of the content analysis are
ity
(!
1/
analysed below in descending order of frequency,
Figure 6: Content Analysis of User Parlticipation Activities
~N_u_m_.·_b_er_4-_C_~od_e_-+ ~ ~C_o_nc_e~p_t. --'~---~6!
11 1 PSE Package Selection and Evaluation 'r26~
2 TRN Training 19
3 c' PPF Project Planning and Feedback Meetings 18
4 SAT Conducting System Acceptance Testing 17
5 USR Defining User and Systems Requirements C 16
6 ICS Providing Information to Configure the System 14
7 BPP , Defining Business Processes and Proceddtes 12
8 .; DPM Data Preparation for Migration 10
9 DSR, Designing Screens and Reports a 7
10 PPI Initiating the Project 7
11 RPI Responsibility for Project Impiemtntation 7
\!P PIR Post-implementation Review n5
prs Producing Technical Specifi,c_a_ti~o_n_~s- ~..._.__.;..~ _ _I
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PSC Participation in a Steering Committee
.. '
Total
"
214
Code ConceptNumber
5.2.1.1 Package Seleetionand Evaluation
Ii
50% of the users surveyed selected the package. 100% of the senior uSdJrswere party to the
.L,
selection and evaluation of packages. None of the middle managers or e.ii&:.~xJsersparticipated in
\\
this activity. One user indicated that some of the general managers in the firm had not been
consulted in the selection process. These general managers are y[itical of the s:ystem.
""It is theirperception that the systelii>eoes not work This is unfair to the system. To the
- . \\~~-
less informed, the system isnow bad. " ,
Two middle managers said that they would have preferred to have been part of the decision
making process in selecting a system. This would have allowed ..them to decide whether the system
could solve their problems, The evaluation process consisted of site visits, negotiations with
sup~liers and product demonstrations. Five users followed a formal tender-approach in selecting
..
the solution. In one 9rganisation, the tender approach was stopped when a. selection decision was
imposed by the parent company. Four out of six users in this organisation stated that the selection
process had been constrained by the chosen architecture of the parent company. T.lleywere tol(il:
"You will choose (product X), II
Because of this mandated approach, the end-users had
"practicaliy no input to the package selection. "
5.2.1.2 Training
All interviewees attended training sessions on the system. Two respondents were responsible for
planning the training of other users by drawing up a'training schedule and matching the training
needs of individuals a~:inst the training avai~~ble. 25%" of those interviewed conducted informal
training or on-the-job training to othenusers during the implementation.
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5.2.1.3 Project Planning And. Feedback Meetings
n
Project planning activities were undertaken by 60% of interviewees. No end-users participated
directly in project planning or attended formal project meetings. Only senior and middle managers
were involved in these. activities. The CEO of one organisation gave examples of these activities
as:
a) Mapping out key project activities;
b) Tasking people;
0) Reviewing and agreeing new actions.
"One of the participants viewed the planning meetings as non-participative because
"wewere told what to do and when to do it We were not able to decide why things were
being done. We couldn't say I think this is a better way of doing it, because we didn't
\~
know better. "
5.2.1.4 Conducting System Acceptance Testing
50% of users tested the functionality of the system following a formal method. One user defined
and agreed acceptance test criteria and formalised a test plan with the vendor. .35% of
respondents reviewed and signed-off the acceptance test after completion. Four users tested
system interfaces as part of the acceptance test, 60% of users required a more formal acceptance
test phase arid wider user sign-off'
5.2.1.5 DefiniIi'g User And Syst~ms Requirements
/,
User requirements were ~\dentifjed and defined by 50% of respondents prior to selecting
appropriate packages. One user stated that his needs were communicated but ignored because
"the implemeniors thought they knew (hielient's requirements".
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The requirements of the majority of senior users (3/4) were obtained, but no middle managers or
end-users were consulted. .Acccrdlng to four users this discrepancy is attributed to the fact that
users
."~ ,
"were newly appointed in their positions and could not participate in a more original
manner as they did not have enough experience. "
25% of respondents signed..off the user requirements document.
5.2.1.6 Providing Information Ta Configure Tlle System
<)
The majority of users (8/12) provided business information to configure the package. This
information typically consisted of financial parameters such as tax rates, gene.\alledger account
codes, charts of accounts, posting periods or inventory data, such as stock items and prices. 17%
of.those interviewed reviewed and signed-off the data.configuration prior to implementation. The
lack. of confirmation aU,dsign-off caused difficulties Jn one of the projects as expressed by One
respondent
"The chart ojaccountswas defined in discussions with some users, however; now that the
/',
1J~;ersunderstand the package better, they want to change it and it is too late. "
5.2.1.7 Defining Business Processes And Procedures
33% of users mapped the high-level business processes to the package. More detailed process
mapping was conducted by 65% of'middle managers and end-users, Processmapplng was deemed
important by 70% of users, but consensus could not be obtained on when the mapping should
take place. One user stated that they
"should have defined the business processesfirst and seen how the chosen technology
couldsupport ", • v" II·
Anotherfelt that process design should be done during implementation, involving all users. The
writing of procedures around the chosen system was undertaken by 90% of respondents. Some
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users (4112) interpreted procedures as technical system operations documentation, while, the
majority (8/12) suggested, the procedures should indicate how the business functions are
performed "using the system. .Three out of twelve Users reviewed and' ~Igned..otr the process, '~,
,models and procedure documentation.
,
5.2.1.8 Data Preparati,pn For Migration
25% of interviewees planned the migration of existing' data onto the new system. Three users felt
that the, data migration, had not been properly planned, causing difficulties after implementation.
Seven out of twelve users' actively participated in preparing and .capturing information into' the
,systJ~mprior to impJementath" ',;;NOb'e ofthe users mentioned that they had verified or signed-off
th~'data after migration.
5.2:1.9 Designing Screens And Reports
The designing of screen layouts was completed by.25% of users. For the remainder, screen
,,:. ... .,
layouts were fixed and non-custornlsable.. The design of system outputs. e.g. forms and reports,
, Jas conducted by ,~f%ofrespondents; The: low participation iri defining reports resulted in the
'--
inability to extract required information from the system. One user said
\\
''/ cannot get in/ormation out of the system. Jwasn't asked what information I required II
Another lamented:
,0
"lhave to ask/or financial statements, 1 cannot access the in/ormation myself."
5.2.1.10 Initiating The ProJe~t
1OO~~of senior managers irit;etviewed participated"_in the initiation of the project. No middle
managers were involved in'this activity. Initiation included the following activities:
'.,,.
a) Developing a business case to j,ustify a~quisition of the package;
b) Budgeting;
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c), Financial justification;
d) a Communicating a need to be addressed"
Two respoQdents viewed their participation duriilg initiation as
"expressing a strong needJor a system to solve various business problems."
c
Mention was made by three users of working with the board to
"obtain approval to commence the projects and to decide thewayforward"
5.2.1.11 Responsibllity For Project Implementation
In both organisation surveyed, a user was responsible for the implementation of the project. One
o(the responsible users was the Financial director, assisted by a senior IT manager. The other was
initially a project co-ordinator, who later became the CEO. In both cases, the implementation was
driven by these sponsors. In tbe view of four of'the twelv~ interviewees, the project was (
\,,\\"top-down driven by the sponsor. and not many users were involved" "
!)
The maj9rity ofusers in one organisation (4/6) felt that the sponsors had a negative effect on dser
participation. One user expressed his thoughts as follows:
, . . II
"They have implemented a proluct, but the user is the client anp his needs have not been
met. II
11
Interestingly, the sponsor and IT manager agreed that they had isolated the users.
5.2.1.12 Post ..Implementation Review
A post-implementation review was conducted by five users. One user said the review
Ii
,"identified the outstanding issues and tasked people to solve these issues. /I
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.Another)rtterviewee feltt!~¢ review ~~as a crises. iiit~JYeI)tion caused by user. .dissatisfactior; .with
the system. fIe believed that the system had not been delivered and that thereview could not be
classified as a post-implementation review.
5.2.1.13 Producing Tec~ni'tarSpecifications
{.~ .. ,
. Technical designspecification~ were produced bythree users. This activity Was onlyundertaken
'for modules where customisation, was t::quired. No 6thefusers mentioned this activity, .as the
vendor completed design specifications. No users cited participation in the sign ..off' of these
:>pecifications.
5.2.1.14,Participation In A Steering Committee
two users were members of a steering committee. Both these users Were senior managers! A
..... -_ - - - - _""_ -- - -,,- - '_" ..
ste~ring committee WaS only constituted in one of the surveyed organisations; One user pointed
:J i
out th~ value of the st",ering committee as it
"reviewed milestones,' co-ordinated all the keyplayersand set flew actions and tasks.'
'II,
.,i\
\\
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5.2.2 Where During The SDLC Are User Activities Focused
Figure 7 shows the participation of users during the different p...hases of the SDLC. The figures
._ . -_- . .
shown denote the number' of users who participated in each phase. The phases depicted in the
.. '; _" -:,
table originate from the SDLe model shown to users during the interview. The SDLC model is
shown in Appendix B.
Figure 7: "Analysis of User Participation in the SDLC
Phase Senior Total
Manager
ProjectInitiation 4
Needs Analysis 0 0 4
Ii
ijackage Selection 0 1 4
Package Evaluation 0 1 4
>,
Package 1 4 1
Configuration
System & Acceptance 0 3 3
Testing "
User Procedure 3 4 3 10
Development
Transition 2 4 3 9
Post-Implementation 0 1 3 4
Review
Project Management 0 1 4 5
Figure 8 shows. how users at different levels (e.g. senior manager, middle manager and end user)
II
narticipated during the different phases of the SDLe. The figures are dif~~~ussedin the following
paragraph.
J.:j/'
it
80% of the senior users interviewed participated in the initiation of the project, the needs atji;alysis.
selection and. evaluation of the package. During the same phases, no end-users p~llticipat~~ and~ ~
only 1 middle manager was involved in the. package selection and evaluaDon phase. Package
configuration was conducted by all the middle managers surveyed, \ilTlth33% 01' end-users and
2;0% of senior users participating. No end-users tested the package, whereas three out of four
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:.,"-.:.. . . . ". .'.:;" :. .' . . .. . .. s., . .. .~ ' .'.'.''. . . . .')
!piddle am! three "out of five senior managers assisted in system and J\cF'j)tance testing.
'') '" .. " .• ,. '" ) I. ,/
Developing procedures was evenly.spread actdss the different 'UserIevels, withl 00% of endMBse:cs
'" itand tnttldle managers and' 60% of senior ~sers participating. The tran~':tion ()f t~isystem mto the,'
liJ~'~iikonmLltshowed similar ,pak',ticipatiol1peib~n~agesas for procedu~~4~$~12PIUent, except
..;. , " '. 1\._ .. ,", ",:, ,',',',' ',,' .• " ,'_ " ',: ',:' , " ,': _,', /5 '" "\::'~:'
that' end-usei,participation declined to 60%f Post-implementation reviews wereconducted by
, , ' " -- (~c.)
20~~~of senior and 25% ..of middle managers. ·Project·management" activitles wer4';'execJjted by
80~of s~ffior.and25%of ~ddle managers. . . " ,-
Figur~8:
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40
IJ Seruor ...:Mimag,el"
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IIr,
'I
5.2.3 Factor's \VhichAffect User ParUcipation,
'(-~
5.2.3.1 Fa.ctoru Which Entourage User Particip.atiol1
() - - -
Figure 9 provides a list of the factors which users identifled as encouraging participation with the
frequencies of their responses shown in the total column. The rc.-.~Jltsof the content analysis are
analysed below in descending order of frequency.
Figure 9: Content Analysis of Factors \Vhicb Encoul'ageUs¢rParticipation
Tota!Number
Qoe, Quality of Consultants
MAS ManagementStY,le
fMC Top Mo.nagement Conurutmet'lt
PCB: Personal Challenge
INF Being Informed
SUN Solving User Needs~," __ .--J,_
.;;:..:,.
),)1 ,
,j.5.2.3.1.1/.~J" - - .
//
1
2
3
4
....
o. 5 "
6
Code .. Concept
12
10
8
7
7
6
()
Quality of Consultants
Two sponsors stated that the quality of the con*ultant played a significant role in stimulating
;,
participation by other users. This sentiment was repeated by three end users, The respondents felt
that the consultants they had worked with were
ffpr~,f(Jssiona!Turt'bia$e.~.rational and have expertise. II
l
, 'u "
;!
Ii,
"trusted the Judgement and respected the inputs"
of the consultants. The financial director of one of the surveyed organisations said that
lithe quality oj the consultant plajs a big role. He Jhou/d be hands-on and speak the
language oj the user, "
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othis factor is important as consultants were used by both 9rganisl'£tions to assist in completing and
managing specific detail activities.
5.2.3.1.~~ ',) Manage~e8tt Style
~-:' .
I) ',',
A non-autocratic management style was deemed imp~rtant by three users, ,One of the system -
sponsors felt th?,t a non-abtasi~r'and open management style encouraged users to, participate as
they
"did not/eel as iltheywere being treated as idiots. "
\) ..j
-."
\" .-'
The open-door policy, ofthe CEO and the ability to talk to, ,the sponsor-and project manager as
problems arose, were cited by four users as examples of an open management style.
~.2.3.1.3 TORManagement Commitment
Top managemeotcotrilllltment to the, project in the form of enthusiasm and support for the project
as well as -(I
"driving t~eprojeetfrom the top It
'I'
v
\,
Was noted .by.five out of she users in one organisation. As will be seen when \~nalysing the factors
which ~\~~rs perceived as discouraging, top management participation can a~so have a negative
..~;'.
effect on user participation.
Personal Challenze. . '..... ",..
Fiv« out of twelve users viewed the lmplenentatlon as a personal challenge and therefore were
willing to participate. The,)' identified their participation in the project aB an opportunity to learn
and be educated.
5.2.3.1.5 Being Informed
Informing and advising users in formal and informal 'meetings created a forum jn which. 5()% of.
users felt they could participate. Examples of the issues discussed guring these meetings are;
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a) Progress made during the implementation;
i'. ')
b) The working of the system;
c) The preferred manner of-bperati1lg the l)usjness.
~~:2.3.1.G
\~
'\,. . . . . . '. . .. . '. ."' , . .' '25% of users wanted to participate in the project as they had distinct needs which they felt the.p ", ' .
Solving UserNeeds
(\ , , ,::J
system could solve. This created expectations on their behalf of the capabilities of the system and
" '.' ' ~
encouraged them to partidpat~ In some cases t~ese expectations were not met, causing
, 'I '
dis(<'ltisfaction with the system. ,)i' - "
,;.). 'J
5.2.3.2 Factors Which Discourage User Participation
\';
Figure 10 provides a list of the factors which users identified as discour~gin.~ participation with ()
the frequencies of their responses shown iIf the total column: The results of the co~tent analysis
1lre analysed-below in descending order' offrequency. \,"
" J" . \.\ \
Figure 10: Content Analysis ()rFactors Which Discourage User Participation
~Number ConceptCode ,0 Total
22
21
20
If> .;
17
16
15
14
1
2
3
4
5
6
8.
9
,:\
10
Management. StyleMST o
\\
\ NOv,-
'~ PNC
\\
\COM
QuP
TCP
Inexperience
Participation not cJ:)mpreh~nsiveenough
Complexity , -;
Qu~lityofUser'Participat.ioti'
r-.' t, , ,0 <)
T($thnical Problems
1'PR -:~itning of the Project
CUL Ct·lture
(Project Structure
Computer Literacy
9"
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S.l.S.2.1 Management Styl~
o
Eleven out of twelve users strongly supported the View that. a top-down management approach by
the system sponsors on the" projects affected their ability to part~pipate. A middle manager'
,explained that
"an autocratic management style blunts partiCipation as R!/ople want to be told what to
. , , .
do.~"
One user was very critical about this approach and described his perception that
.;:_\ ..
;,
~. . .
"_-:._ _. _ __" _ '. .'1 _ _. -' ," '.
"the system has been developed by accountants and technocrats andI as (1, user is sifting
c .
on the side waifing Jor the milk to be delivered. But the milk hasn't been-delivered and it
isn't myfltfVour a/milk either. "
66% of users 'Interviewed in one organisation stated that the system, sponsor had created a barrier
between them and the vendor, effectively reducing their participation. The sponsor agreed that the
barrier had been created.but that it was
IIhistorically necessary, hut 110t good. "
All of the sponsors acknowledged that their rna nagement style had affected the participation of
some of the staff One justified an autocratic style as follows:
"To oultrate aproject management discipline you must push. people tomeet deadlines
and I saw some resistance. Staff had to be pushed in a direction to achieve project
goals, "
5.2.3.2.2 Inexperience
70% of users diagnosed inexperience; 2\S having affected their ability to participate on the projeet .
.' The system spotl!ior noted that
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"users coulet not participate in a more original manner as they did »~oi'have enough
experience, "
Inexperience extended ~Q newly appointed ~)lff, {fJ¢Jllbers who, were ..unfamiliar .with the
i) : . _': ___ ___ , _ ___ _ ____ __..: '. . . _ __ _-___- _ ~_ _ _ . .... _ __ _ ___ __ : ___ _ . _ _ '::_,
r~spoi1sibiHties,.of their jobs, lack of industry knowledge; unknown systems, new technology and
tiovel business processes. One ofth;~y-userfSuccinct1y expressed the issue asfollows:
""For me it WaS a new technology, a new enyJrgnment and a new job, everything was
)t;.~'t'_"""'--''''
foreign to me. Lhadn'tdeveloped ef]otlgh o/Qn opinion. "
Participation Not COmpt~bensi~e. Erioogh
{}
85% of users in one organisation felt that more user participation was required. In the second
organisation, 33% has similar sentiments. A senior user had strong opinions about the lack of user
5.2.3.2.•3
participation.
()
"Ihad zeropartictpaiion. 1was not given the oppqrfunity to participate. "
() \I
His view was SUP90rted by three users, who felt that the dominant participation by the system
sponsor prevented other users from participating.
often. II
"The sponsor spoke l?y.,behalj of all his users, other guys were not consulted all that-,
II
Two users commented that Jne participation of users concentrated on the financiai1tsers, white
.. ,~,=-'> . ~f'\j "
non-financial users, who require((inrormation from the system, were not consulted. Wider
~. _. '('.,
, .... ,'
participation .could have addressed the expectation gap Which arose between what the users
wanted and what was delivered.
5.2.3.2.4 Compledty
The complexity of the project and the project environment was alluded to by 60% of ~sers. Both
organisations surveyed had 'been involved in an organisational set-up phase prior to or during the
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:0
project. The companies were young and in' a growth phase. The enw.ronmel1ts wete dynamic and
changing. One o(;the users described the difficulty of the project as follows:
., ,~,' ., , , , "'p
, '
ilMiiul-boggling. It is, totally dijferentjr0r:z anythingl have ever done." "
5.2.3.2.5 Qmllity Of User Participation
40% of respondents were too busy with their daily tasks to participate properly. An example of
,) - .
the lack of time .givenby users was provided. by the system sponsor who articulated as follows:
"Users lacked the time and inclination to read. and understand .the requirements
d&cument. " a
,'."..,.' .. ,..' ,.'". ...;'...'. ~('l .... ..' "
83% of interviewees cited lack of user knowledge and ~perience hi system implementations,
system capabilities, their Joles, responsibilities" and the industry. In one of the projects, key
role ..players left the project.
i ;)
,\
':\\"The general managers changed often. During the project, in a period oj eighteen
IC
: months, we had three genera/managers responsible for the customer helpdesk: tt
1:,,'_
"
La\ )dr ili,aturity was p~ilt(fdohl lIS a contnou;ing factor by two ~ot managers, Lack of
ow, ~sh1Pand non-commitment by users was referred to by 40% of those interviewed.
\ \ " ,." "
\. t (~, <',J
'" \S.2.3.k. Technical Problems
Network instability, the non-availability of a "test" system on all user workstations to facilitate
"\ - - : : . ~
training anl1 problems with system' interfaces were examples. given by 85% of-users of technical
. - \\ _,,' -,
problems which affected their ability to participate. The majority of senior users (3/4) appreciated
, II •..r . ,i)
that a systert'fhas imperfections and that solutions mOt,?tbe found to solve tliese-deficiencies. This
view was not}supported byend-users, who were intolerant of system deficiencies.
::-::::-
5.2.3.2.7
The majority of users1;i(lO/12) felt that thelmplementation date was unrealistic and that a lack of
\!
available time resulted in less participation. One user stated that the implementation' date should
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never have been agreed to by the 'project team. Three users commettted that shortened
implementation time lessens the project costs, but puts pressure on resources and .mcreases
project ris~. Most senior USers(4/5) felt that in these circumstances top managementym;r~!Y,!;Or:.
active and Pr~8~tjptive in tasking people to perform activities, rather than. allowing thc.~$e~.to
" .' "\ .... i, '.' '.. .... ."'. "
manage tasks;·-.,1d% ofthe junior users required more lime to acquaint themselves with the-project
\'1
and the system.
5.2.3.2.8
Two userssuggested that the culture (Jfthtw ::v!!,mUsationhad a profound effect: on participation.
They expressed theirthoughts as follows:
"People tend. to agree and accept •.This can have a negative effect because ),ou agrf'')with
\,j
something you disagree with internally."
The lack of a learning culture was raised by one user. The existence of a culture,
"where one can make.mistakesandlc.; .,rom them andencourage critical thinking,"
without creating a negative effect on the organisation, would enhance participation. When
q~&stioned about the role of' cultural issues in the organisation, a CEO stated that organisational
c~\lture did not have a pronounced effect .on user participation during the pr~ject. According to
.i him, the users were free to make decisions but were not mature enough in many case~.
5".2.3.2.9 Projec't Structure
50% of users in one organisation thought that the project structure was too complicated, with no
clearly defined roles or project management responsibility. The structure is depicted in Appendix
C. The structure caused the. financial and IT sponsor' to take control of the project, fulfilling the
role of project manager, system sponsor and key user representative. The IT spori~or reasoned
that this structure caused
"a barrier between the dew::(opet,,s qnd the users. "
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5.2.3.2.10
Five users" remarked on, the lack of' computer liter:~cyamong users, 1'his' caused, them to feel
threatened by technology aqd diminished their participation" Examples of ~/-fack of computer
'f";'
/./
.9': '",Jiteracy included no exposure to:
Jj
~,'
a)
b)
c)
,',
d)
Personal computers;
The Windows operating system;
The use of'a mouse;
Local area networks as oppqseg to an alone-standing PC.
\\
o
'.;
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5.2.4 How To Improve User PartiCipation
ji . . .
Figure 11 provides a list of the factors which users identified to' improve participation with the
. . ~ - - ~ - - - - . .
frequencies Qftheir responses shown in the total column; The results of the content analysis are
analysed below in descending order of'frequency,
Figure 11: Content Analy~is of Fact(Ji's to Improve User Participatioll
Number Code Concept Total
1 UBI User Buy-in ()
2 PSE Package Selection and Evaluation
:3 BKG Bridging the Knowledge Gap
4 MAS Management Style
5 REA Needs1 Requirements Analysis
6 LOP Level of'Preparedness
7 FAT Formalise Acceptance Testing
8 CFO Client Focus
9 REP ReengineerProcesses
/:
10 TES TechnicaIStability,<;
11 !PM Implementation Management--~------~~~~~~----~----~----------~--~~~-----~
19
1'7
16
15
13
12
11
11
9
8
7
, i.
5.2.4.1 User Buy-In
,.,
80% of users thought that participation is essential to obtain user buY.,.inand commitment to a
system. The majority of users (7/12) saw the achievement of committed users as a crucial role of
the system sponsor and the project manager. By allowing meaningful participation of different
users throughout the lifecycIe of the system, user commitment could be obtained. A senior user
specifically mentioned that presenting users with potential system solutions and being part of the
decision making process would
"get buy-in into the product-and ensure that commitment will he there. II.
S.2.4~Z Package Selection and Evaluation
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60% of respondents supported stronger user participation at all levels of the organisation in the
package selection and evaluation process. End-users should not be excludecfrom this process.
Users (8/12) have a desire to view the available packages and know the system capabilities before
the. system is ~rocured. Three users pointed out that the selection was technology driven and not
focused on the client needs. This was exp=ssed as follows:
)
"The project was technology driven, not user driven. "
and
"The implementation had a product, and not a client focus, "
5.2.4.3 Bridging the Knowledge Gap
75% of interviewees said that the lack of knowledge of users regarding the industry, system and
technology had a major influence on their ability to meaningfully participate. According to the
interviewees, this gap could be addressed through training, education and communication.
Examples of training were: ..r
a) Seeing the system in ""peration at a reference site;
b) Spending time "shadowing" an employee who knows how to use the system;
c) Etiucating people about the implications of'the implementation;
d) Communicating freely and openly to users about their needs and what they require
from the system.
5.2.4.4 Management Style
95% of senior users interviewed propagated a management style, whereby top management was
committed to the project and provided direction and engendered enthusiasm, while enabling end
users to participate. The majority (4/5) felt, however, that circumstances such as lack of time,
project complexity and limited quality of user participation forced a more autocratic style to be
used. According to four users, teamwork is important and should be encouraged.
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5.2.4.5 Needs IRequlrements .Analysis
Users across. all levels of the organisation, not only senior managers, should participate.in the
\ ~
Ii
'\
identification of system needs, according to 65% of respondents. Three users indicated that the
information requirements of other departments were overlooked and that the needs of only the
primary finnncial~sets were catered for. 70% of the users in one organisation p6~;~:"~out that the
.. -' _" /' .."_ . '. _". )~{/
requirements had not been formally approved and signed-off by users, and that this contributed ..
their needs not being met by the delivered system.
5.2.4.6 Level of Preparedness
The level of preparedness relates to ensuring that users are prepared for accepting the new
technology, according to 30% of respondents. One user voiced his opinion as follows:
"This is a key variable, where one has very little roomfor personal/·'.;fgement. It
Ensuring that staff. are prepared ;ncIudes that they are knowledgeable about the system, the
technology and have the 'required skill and experience to execute their responsibilities. Five users
referred to the fact that a new and dynamic business enylronment affected the preparedness of
~. I.f
users. An area that is often overlooked (mentioned by three users) is the level of computer literacy
l',
\
of staff A'~&ersugges(\~dthat to overcome the literacy issues one should
"address the development needs of USers i1'l' terms of computer usage before implementing
the system. If not, we will have a vacuum, people will not use it as there is resistance to
the technology. "
5.2.4.7 Formalise Acceptance Testing
55% of users identified the need to formalise the acceptance testing phase by ensuring that users
conducted the ace )ptance test according to a set method and that the test was signed-off after
completion. According to one usc., a formal sign-off would
iI
jJ
"acknowledge thaf/he systems works, that t1S~'(stake responsibillty for it and that they
"':",, .... . . 'y,.. .~:.
will be able to deliver outputs jj:Pln tiil! system. "'~\
~;' . ~
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Four users pointed out that acceptance testing is necessary to ensure that the system meets the
original requirements of the users and any modifications agreed,'upon. However, according to a
respondent
"too much 0lthe system acceptanc« test is done after implementation. "
5.2.4.8 Client Focus
20% of interviewees indicated that the project lacked £I. client focus .and was driven by.U:
technology solution. This was caused partly because the choice of the technology was ~"tlG~,1d
hy the parent company, according to four users. A senior user stated that even if the te~~lt;df<>gy
was a given,
"user participation would have made it more acceptable. at management and worker
level."
5.2.4.9 Reengineer Processes
25% of respondents noted that reengineeri!;l8 the business processes to.fit the package during the
implementation, as opposed to after implementation, would have :be~n an ideal opportunity to
allow participation. This would have assisted in transferring kn\bwledge to users about the
business, industry and the system and would have enhanced commitment to the system.
5.2.4.10 Technical Stability
30% of respondents pointed out that technical stability, e.g. JedUl ..Jd network problems, available
workstations and access to a prototype system to train on, is required to ensure users remain
. . .~
confident in the system and do not become frustrated,
5..1.4.11 Imptementntion Management
Three out of twelve users regarded an improvement in project management essential to ensure
ongoing participation. The following e~4mples were given:
Pa e5~
a) RegUlar feedback meeting to managers and their ~taff;
Ii) The production of'~, roll-out plan and milestones to measure project performance
~gainst;
c) Frequent communication from the project team to generate excitement and to help
manage expectations.
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5.2.5 ~i"beEffect Of Useir Participation On The Success Of The Implementation.:
I! ':
The question was put to the interviewees whether the project was a success and whether user
participation had contributed to the success of the implementation, 66% of respondents said that
the project was an unqualifieq success, 17% stated that partial success had been achieved and a 0
further 17% felt: that the project was unsuccessful. Of the' 66%· of interviewees who felt. that the
project was a success, all eighth t,1tated that user participation Was a key contributor to. a::;=::~~J~,:::~:~:~:~=Pq::t:~;::;:;\I~e effectof P~ parpcipati~on
"Ionly view a system as complete and implemented when you have user buy-in. II
"User participation makes 01' breaks a project. 1 think. it is the most important thing. If
"Without user participation you would have no implementation. II
I'
1/
70% of users interviewed felt that many other factors affected the success of implementations Of_
a . Y:, \~
the lack thereof. Examples of these factors were the chosen technology, the existence of standards
and q~~Uty. The view was expressed that:
'J
"It is em oversimplification to say userpqr,iciPf{!ion is a key factor; it is one of many. "
Three users stated that the lack of user participation was
'Il\,
-:,1 ',\\
"directly linked to the lack of success 011 this ph:/eet. II
5.3 Summary Gf The Analysis
\
The analysi~lof l~hefindings ha~ revealed the following:
a) The activities that users participate in during package implementations;
b) Whereduringthe SDLCthese eftorts are focused;
JI
":._,
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c) The factors wm,ch positively or negatively influenceuser participation;
d) Sugges~edimprovements to facilitate user participation;
e) The ~~ou~htsof the respondents ontlfe,eifect of participation on the success of the
b:nple!ri~mtation.
1>'
These results now need to be considered in .the light of the research propositions which were
presented .in ,Chapter 3, so that it can be establishedwhether the propositions were supported Or
rejected by the findings. This.is dO,nein'the followiii!I chaptief.
\:
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Chapter 6: Interpretation Of Tbe Results
6.1 Introduction
The objectives of this research have been stated as follows to:
a) Identify user participation activities '.during the implementation of software
packages;
b) Explore whether the participation activities can be categorised into strategic,
tactical and operational elements using the Anthony triangle;
c) Map these activities to the SDLe to establish when these activities take place in
the development lifecycle of a software package;
d) Inquire which factors affect participation by users during such implementations;
e) Broadly establish Huser participation contributes to successful implementations;
f) Define a set of guidelines to assist managers to improve user participation during
the implementation of software packages.
6.2 Support For The Research Propositions
Four research propositions were stated previously. In this chapter we review ..each proposition in
the light of the findings in order to ascertain the extent to which it was either supported or
rejected by the evidence.
Proposition 1:
Participation activities of users during a package implementation can be divided into three
dimensions. One dimensions contains a responsibility element. The two remalning.dimensions are
activity based. One describing the relationship between users and IS specialists and the other
consisting of hands-on activities.
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The research identified all three dimensions of user participation; namely the responsibility
element, the IS specialist - user relationship and hands-on activities. The existence of the
responsibility element was strongly supported by the research. Responsibility is a key element in
effective participation. In both organisations, .a user had overall responsibility for tte
implementation and success of the project. The project was not the responsibility of IS, although
IS·had a joint responsibility in one organisation. The ';najority of users (8/12) were given general,
responsibility for the completion of certain tasks.
The dimension of an IS specialist - user relationship refers to the review and approval of
deliverables which are produced in the SDLC. The existence of review, approval and sign-off
ji
activities was partially supported by the research findings.For example, appn(lval and sign-off was
obtained for user requirements (25% of users), configuration data. (17%), test plans and results
(35%), process flows and procedure documentation (25%). Data migration and technical
specificatioss were not reviewed or approved.
·Theexiste\e of hands-on activities was strongly supported by the research. A •large majority of
users participated in activities such as defining procedures, migrating data and configuring the
system. 60% of users participated in initial planning activities. Planning during the project, e.g. of
training, testing and migration, was limited.
Proposition 2:
User participation activities can be categorised as strategic, tactical (control) and operational in
nature. Different levels of users will therefore undertake activities at on~ of the three levels.
Senior users will parti~ipai:eat the strategic level, middle managers at the tactical or control level,
and end-users at the operational level.
Senior managers are expected to make strategic decisions regarding the profitability and
investments of an organisations. Their particieation in a package implementation is expected to be
focused on activities which are of a strategic nature. The results strongly supported this statement,
showing that 80% of the senior users participated in the initiation of the project, the needs
analysis, selection and evaluation of the package and the management of the project. Participation
of senior users during package configuration (20%), system and acceptance testing (60%),
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developing procedures (60%) and transition of the system Into the .live environment (60%).. '.\;
dec)ined as t~e..se a,•.ctivit!$.ar.e of a control"d opera,tiona) I)liture. the reasonably high\.
percentage of·· senior management participation during the acceptance testing, procedure' \.
development and transition. ph~es. can he. attributed to. two factors highlighted in- the researC'h.·, ))
! ..:;. f!
,If
".:::::
The dominant top-down management approach which excluded users in some instance~,,and 'ilK~
lack of experience and knoWledge of users in both surveyed organisations.
Middle managers manage the work affected by the system and USe information for tactical or
n
management control decisions. Their participation m a package implem'entation is understood to
foe ,.: on the contro~ aspects of the system, The re~Jllts are mixed, strongly supporting the
statement in some ca~es, and offering some support in others. No middlemanagers p~rticipated in
the initiation of the t;roj~ct or the needs analysis phase. One middle 111a~agerwas involved in the
i.' ' \
package s~lection a~d evaluation phase. While the aforementioned ph~ses .largely concentrate on
strategic is'sue~) c(;ntrol aspects are also covered and wide~ middle management p~icipation
would be advantageous during the rieeds analysis, package selection and evaluation phase. As
expected, middle management participation in all other phases was ',;high, e.g. package
configuration (100%), system and acceptance testing (75%), developing procedures (100%) and
transition (100%).
Employees or end-users apply the system outputs to facilitate the operations .of the organisation. )
n
Their participation in a package implementation is expected to concentrate on the ~detailed
operational aspects of the system. The results strongly supported this statement, showing that no
end-users participated during. project initiation, needs analysis, package selection and evaluation:"
Low participation was found in package configuration (33%). This activity revolves ardund
control aspects, e.g, vat rates and general ledger codes, and is carried out by middlemanagers.
High participation was found in developing procedures (lO{J%) and systems transition «iO%).
Surprisingly, no end-users were involved in system and acceptance testing, This could be a key
phase for them to participate in.
The high-level participation activities are mapped to the Anthony triangle in Appendix:D.
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.Proposition 3:
User participation will be affected by three types or contingencies within the project, which will
either encourage users to.participate or inhibit their participation. These contingencies will consist
of user, organisatiDnal and project factors.
TIllS statement was fully supported by the results of the analysis. Sixteen broad concepts were
identifiedto describe the factors which affect user participation. ·Of·the, sixta~~ tell concepts
. . .' ..
.' described, factors which discourage participation; while six concepts highlighted factors which
.:
encourage participation. 44% of the factors can be classified as user ':rela~,~g.31% were
organisational and 25% referred to project fa¢Clr~~.Figure 12 shows the factors, which were
::~r-'-\,:,
identified in the research, grouped by classification.
Figure 12: Classification Of Factors Wbich·Affectuser Pal1icip~~ion
•FACTORS AFFECTJNG USER PARTICi:f!,ATION
I '
Management style:
Culture
Top management
commitment
Comprehensiveness
Quality of participation
Qualify afconsultants
Personal challenge
Being informed
Computer literacy
Solving 'Mer needs
ORGAN. SAtJON
Proposition 4:
Inexperlenoe
Complexity
Technical problems
Timing;
/!rojeCt structure
User participation will contribute to the successful implementation of packager •..
This statement was strongly supported by the results, with 66% of respondents stating that the
project was an unqualified success and 17% citing that partial success had been achieved. 17% (If
users felt that the project was unsuccessful. Of the interviewees who felt that the project was an
unqualified success, all eight stated that user participation was a key contributor to a successful
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implementation. However, 70% of all users interviewed felt that user participation is Iikey factor,
but that it is one of many other important factors.
Figure 13 analyses the responses of different Ievels of users to the ~uestion wl1ether the system
implementation was a success. ~. interesting conclusion can be drawn from the results. A link
seems to exist between the level of the user in the organi,Slltlonand their view of system success.
Senior managers take a strategic and holistic view ~\rsystem success (e.g. usage, acceptance,
i:
satisfaction and financial jUstification) and ate inclihed therefore to be more critical when
4.;yaluating the overall suc~ess of a project. In contrast, end-users view success from an
,I
operational perspective and are more apt to view the system as successful if it allows them to
c:.'\
perform their functions more.effectively.
..l;I,
:figure 13: Project Success(By Levelor Use!')
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6.3 UnexpectedFindings
The research hE!;~highlighted some unexpected findings. These findings are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
6~3.1 Actual And Perceived Management Style
Most of the respondents .intl;lryiewed suggested that management sh~W.d-~'cJnowan .open,
f;.. ,,/ .~
democratic management style during the implementation of packag~f/~~ enco~;~e users to
.. ',(I
participate ..However, the beh,~yiour ,pf the respondents, as ex:presse~\fincomments made during
, . II
1/
I
fI,
'I))
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the ,interviews, appear ~orttrl!-dict(jry. .The statements made 'by the interviewees' hint that. while
they~perceive" a participatory st};le'to be preferred, the. actual management' style ·that prevailed' in.. . ... .". " " 0
(j
both the organisations was autocratic. It is possible irat this style of management 'WaS necessitated
by' a number of factors, such as the;
a) Limited thne available to implement;
b) Inexperienced staff;
New technology;
'\) .
6.3.2 Integr~tion. OfN~w Technologies
The implementation of a software package introduces new and complex technologies into an
organisation. The introduction of the novel technology and the effect thatithas on the people,
business processes and existing systems should. not be underestimated. The assimilation of
technology into the firm is an important issue during the 'implementation of software packages.
Several interviewees mentioned issues relating to technology as havin~, affected their participation
in the project. Examples are the:
a) Preparedness of users;
b) Lack of computer literacy;
c) Inexperience in systems, technology, business processes and the industry.
\"
,White (1995) supports thisview by suggesting that the model'for integrating new technology has
wider application, particularly in the context of system development.projects.
6.3.3 Organisation Culture
The prevailing cultun, of an organisation. is likely to have a bearing on the number of problems
encountered during the implementation of an information. system. The more open and tolerant a
company, the fewer problems are confronted during the implementation. The more autocratic and
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bureaus ....atic the firm, theumotr problems are faced during th~ project. Evidence to support these
"assumptions were found, Some users were hesitant to take decisionsto solve problems, in case
they made a mistake. Often problems were identified but, npt solved u'ntil the consequences c
became too ,e...ide~t and senior management had to interve~~. T~s apparent association between
organisation cultur~ and problem solving! aeeision making, during a system implementation could
:be researched further.
\j/(
6.3.4 Tit.: Success - Level Of User Relati(~nship
()
.,
The view Of a suc~.I")sfulsystem impi'ementation differs between levels of Users. Senior users view
~, . -
G system-suecess more holistically, taking into consideration factors such as user acceptance, user
participation, ease o~ Sse' and' availabiIiW of inform~tion. If the implemented system, does ,n(~lt
comply with oneor more of these factors, the system cOJ,lldbe viewed as J~~successfuI. Middle
. 1" " , • <"\ " ..,
manag~rs and end ..users take a narrower view of system succes~) Ifthe system 'improves the way
" .... '..
in which they perform their 'daily tasks, for example ,by ,providing more automation or. better
reporting, the system Is likely to. be a success. This potential link betwebn the;~yiew of syst~m
"
success and the level ofthe user in the organisation could be a topic for further research.
6.4 Summary
.'The evidence collected suggest that all four propositions were supported to a greater or lesser
\\ . ... ..
degree by the respondents, as shown in Figure 14.
-
Figure 14: Support Fer The Research Propos.itions
r------':r"'~~------..,.....--~--------,--.--....-~-i,__~-------_,
0, Total Agreement Strong Support Some Support
First Proposition
Second Proposition
Third Proposition
Fourth Preposition
J
J
)'
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
7.1 Introduction
Thl.~,chapter outlines' t~'main. findings of the l:~~earch, pro~des. guidelInes to South African
managers and SUg. gestsJ~frtherarei~ for research., J/
"~'~""'d'-;;'-:;:'-:::::'/"
7.2 Main Findings And Implications
Four research propositi~ns were put fo~atd:
a) The research has confirmed that user participation contains three dimensions. A
responsibility element and two activity based dimensions. The respohsibility
.(;:
element is critical to. effective participation as it implies that a: user manages the
( project and is responsible for the success of the project. ifhe IS specialist ..user
-c. ',\
activities consist of the approval) review and sign-o.ffof tasks, This ..dimension is
. \1 .
" often overlooked or completed informally; ,More formality and attention is required-
c,
to ensure this dimension is not neglected. Hands-on activities are we~ understood
and consistently executed;
b) The reseai'<;h has indicated that it is possible to categorise user participation
11
activities as "strategic, tactical or control, and operational and to ,ident.UYwhich
level of user sqou'ld undertake these activities. StlPPor! was obtained for the view
that senior managers should undertake strategic participation "activities, nUd(ll~
, managers tactical and control activities, and end-users detailed, operational tasks.
The high-leslei activities were mapped to the difi'erent levels of users, using the
Anthony triangle;
c) The research i!proved conclusively that •user, organisational and project factors
" Cv
influence user participation, both positively and negatively;
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o"d) The research has provided mixed results on the link between user participation and
systerti success, A strong link was expressed by the majority of respondents, but
the existence of a number of other factors in the system implementation process
prevents <Uie drawing of a conclusion that user participation will lead to a
successful implementation. User participation is, however, a key factor as
express~d:·hy 70% of respondents. These. findings are support~d by previous
research'~hjch' was discumed in the litecature review. .Ii
• ,/.0 . \. \ (
All the research'objectives(~er:,rnet.
7.3 Implications For The South African Manager
{) , j
~ . '" '. '. 0
As with any managem~,nl research, the ultimate aim of the research is to provide guidelines for
management. .The following guidelines may be useful to management engaged in a package
implementation:
a) User participation should be as broad as possible. Users at all levels of the
organisation should be active during the project. This' should include top
management, middle managers and end-users. The participation should include
r;;
users being responsible for the entire implementation" or parts thereof, the
If
completion of'harrds-on activities and sign-:J?:ffandapproval of'key deliverables and
milestones;
b) The participation of users can be grouped into the execution of strategic, tactical
"\'
and operational activities. In order to optimise user participation, different levels of
users should participate where they can provide the most value. f!~texample,
senior users should concentrate OIf issues of strategic importance, S'lChi as the
selection of the most appropriate package and th¢)infonnatioh requiredto manage
/l
the business. Middle managers should contrlb~r'!dn tactical issues, for example the
levels of control required in the system and the detail procedures. End-users should.
participate in operational activities, such as the design of specific input screens and
reports. Where seniol managers become too involved at the operational level, the
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importance .of their. contribution diminishes.·>SitllUarly, end:users are·.often totally
.. .. . . 'L '> .... ". . ..... -
excluded in the implementation, resulting in little commitment to the system;
c) The implementation of a software package brings about significant change In the
»,
people, processes and systems of all organisation. The organisation must therefore
be prepared for the change, prior. to .the commencement of the implementation"
project. The change. should also. be managed throughout the project.: A dimension
:;.. , - - -. . - - - - ,' ..
"of'change management which .isbeccming inc~~asingly important is system change
management. Some, aspects of systems chang~ management to consider are the
following:
i') i)
ii)
ill)
Are the staff PC literate?
Can they uset~e operating system, for example Windows?
Ate they aware of'the capabilities of the new technology being introduced?
__ • _ ; '."J :.
iv) What systems training do they require to perform their functions?
a
d) The selection and evaluation ofan appropriate software package and,:~hehardware
to" operate the package should (.>Uowa formal process. All key bl.i~.i!nessuser~i
..... ,I
should be part of the sel~~ion and. evaluat~on.·process. The IS department should
not drive the selection,' but they .are an important participant ..The selection ofa
software packageis based onC'satisfying a bllsin~ss need and the business users
should be responsible for the decision. Package selections mandated by IS artd
based on technology decisions alone, have a high risk of'failure;
e) Technology is rapidly being introduced into organisations. The implementation of
package systems is an example of su(,~l.technology. introduction. The speed at
~ . 1'",
which new technology becomes commercial ana the' sophistication of the
technology crca{resa knowledge gap in staff. Management should play adominant
role in attempting·to close this knowledge gap by implementing mechanisms to
(' ,
inform, educate and train staff on an ongoing b~jis; \
"!.)
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t) The implementation process is generally too informal with little-emphasis on the
70.::; _i'·,.. _ '~
achievement of critic:al milestones in the project. Organisations sQou1d;-fonnaJise
the SDL~ by using a methodology. The use of a methodology will enforce the
achievement of milestones, the production of key deliverables and the roles ,.rod
. . i .
responsibilities 6fresources during the implementation. In addition, a methodology
would high1igh~the importance of users reviewing, ~ccepting and signing-off t~e
"', II ".J.:
major deliv@rabU)s,such as system acceptance test rJ\sults, user procedures, data
migration-and tll~~system configuration;
g) The package imF,~I?rnentationshould' have a, client focus. This client focus includes
the external eu~to!!ler and the internal client, cr user of the system. The software
package must ~(ddr~ssthe aeeds of the user to operate and manage the business,
and not the needs of the IS department. If the package has a dominant technology
focus and the requiten;ents of the user are not satisfied, the iihplementafion is
likely to be unsuccessful;
/' ,,',
\ :....
h) The' implementati~n of a package syst~m should be m~aged on a fuH~tiin@basi~
J;j _- 11--,
using established project management' principles. Project management' is required
:fli)m the initiation of the project, throughout all the phases ofthe SDLG until til-e"
post implementation review stage. Managing the project on a part-time basis or
having unclear management responsibility, dramatically increases the risk of
project fanun~
i) A situational management style is appropriate during the Implementation of a
package. To obtain the participation and commitment of use~$ ,and other project
participants, a participative style is us~fuL However, in certain cases" for example
when the time to implement is limited! the use of a more autocratic style can be
apprl)p:rl{lte.Managers should assess which style is appropriate in 'each sitUation,
I ,
• ; '1
b~aring iii mind factors such as the e~perience of the staff and the importance of
-the decision. Strong leadership and, commitment, from top J11,anagernentremains
important to ensure a.succ;es~fhlproje~t;
~Flge68
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j) . Communication duringthe implementation Ot a package cannot be ~.lOdeiestimat&i.
A combi~ation of formal and Informal c~mmunication~ are "required. Formal"
communication, forums include regular project meetings and w9risshop~}o solve
1.t"
specific issues, EXlUllldes of'informel forums encompass news] etters and the use of
bulletin boards.
7.4 SuggestedAteas Fer Further Research \"
',I
The 'report highlightssome areas where further research is suggested:
a/, Further devalop the categorisation of user 'participation activities as strategic,
tactical and operational;
b) Research-the effect of user participation on the success of package implementation
" "in depth, using surrogate' measures of system success! such as user satisfaction,
ease of use and perceived usefulness;
c) Explore the .effect of culture on USJr participation. This includes net only
organisational culture, but also ethnic culture. This could prove to be of interest as
package implementations become more prevalent in the Southern African region;
d) This research has identified Ilu'apparent' association between organisationculture
Ulnd the number of problems encountered and solved 'during a system
(-,
implementation. Further research could' establish the nature of this association;
e) This research has surveyed small. organisations. The fi~jdings of the research
should, however, apply to large, organisations. The findings of tq~s research could
". /\" ,,'"
be used as a pointer to determine' Whether they can be applied to .package
f) This research has uncovered a possible link between the view of system success
and the level of the user in the organisation. The interpretation of a successful
system Implementation differs between top' management, middle management, and
Fage69
o
~nd.users. i~urther research.could establish the nature of the system success .. level, . . - Ci -. ".;.' ._. . .
of user relationship,
1')
\1
\\
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Appendix A:
Example OrAn .~tel'View Transcript
User Name: Joanne de 'Wet
Positioll: Team leader for the implementation of the assets, f1nancial and
purchasing' modules ofa package . .
." i' - - ..
'I1. BoW did you pa.rticipate during .the implementation?
(i
We. Obtained the user requirements for each module - produced a
requirements document - set-up ..the system - .a design prototype was
developed to ensure that the user requirements were met _.produced a
design document - trained users, JIlainly on-the-Job training ... tested t,he
modules and interfaces ...prepared data before implementation ';"conveI1~ed
dataiito the new syste-kTl~proyided support for the firstmonth aft~~\g~fuK·)
·"liv~!'·;;'.documented-user 'procedures -reviewed theimplementation-:' I.'K,":/!
sponsor after a month. . '-~"":(,.
2. When did you. participate during tbe implementation?
The model of the SDLC was shown to the interviewee. This model. is
depicted in Appendix B. Special mention was made of the following issues:
r.:\
• Technical procedures were ndt sufficient.
• the-network was unstable,
, Acceptance testing was not thorough enough,
•Data migration was a problem; especially for debtors. ..{\
•Migration was not planned properly and this. caused problems after
going "live".
(L, ..
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3~What encouraged or discouraged you front participating during the
implementation?
The following encouragemen(p were mentioned:
• 'Ine project had a committed SpOnSI)fat senior managerqeptlevel.
• The organisation did not have an existing IT department; ,,\rhomight
have felt threatened by the implementation of') package .
v ,
The following discouragement's were mentioned:
',}(
.,',",._,)
. ~.The project management role was not clear and Was shared by a
number of people.
" • The project was driven from the top). and this restricted user
participation.
• The instability of the network.
• Some managers were negative and tl)e company had a history of
unsuccessful implementations. .
• Certain implementors were very technical and could not get "buy-in"
from users.
4. How would you improve user participation if you w~re involved in 8;
simHar illtlpiementation?
Get more user commitment and IibtJy-inll'~keep users constantly informed-
transfer knowledge to users about the system .. encourage users to
p~l·ticipate.
5. Which user activities contributed to ~he successful implementation
of the package and give reasons why'~
The time and effort given by certain users - a willingness t9 learn - being
responsible for certain parts of the impien;teHtation- taking ownership.
6. W1~~}other aspects do you wish to ~Ijscusswhich are relevant to the
topic? '
User participation makes or'(,;)reaks a project- It is more important than the
technical aspects such as configuration If the configuration is 100%
correct-but.the users do not understand the system, the project will be a
failure.
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AppendixD;
Mapping Hi~b·Leve! Participation Activities To TheAnthoay Triangle
II
\\
TOPMANAGEMENt ACTIVITiES
Planning
Inttiat« projects
Plan &manage projetts(Steerlng
Commitee level)
Hattdr-on' activities
Select packages
Evaluate packages .'
Define tiSer requirements (high-level)
Map business processes (high-level)
Sy~'lemtesting (high-level)
Post-implementation review
Sign~off ~ acceptance
Accept &"sign-ojJo/key de((verables
BU$i"es~ SJtatcgy
(Top Maii(lgement)
,II
C~"irol
(Middle Managemen.t)
MIDDLE MANAGEMENT 4C1'lVJT1ES
Planni;;g-
Plan & manage projects (detail)
Plan data migration
Hands-on activities
Conduct training Ji
Conduct system testing (detail)
Provide system configuration data
Map processes to the system
Define control procedures
Design reporting needs
Produce technical specifications
Slgn-ofl& approval
Accept & sign-ol!deJail deilverables
END-USER ACTIVITIES
Hands-on activities
Map processes to the syster;; (:9W
/ryeQ
Define procedures (low level)
Capture data/or migration
Design screen layouts & reports
Conduct system testing(low level)
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